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IMPACT VISION BOARD

FOR THE SERIES

• inspire interest and engagement in Canadian democracy and 
public affairs by exploring and celebrating stories of civic 
participation across the country.

• de-mystify processes of engagement and illustrate different 
ways we can participate in a healthy democracy

• encourage audiences to recognize everyday heroes and 
changemakers in their own lives 

• fight apathy and skepticism by demonstrating we can all make 
a difference 

• inspire people to get involved in civic issues close to their 
homes and hearts
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WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR 
FILM TO DO?

“Raise awareness about negative 
impacts Uber and Lyft have in the 
City and bring together affected 
communities to the same room to 
discuss how they can get involved.”  
- Javier Lovera, director 
of Ride Fair

“Inspire togetherness, show the 
power of community and  
encourage selflessness.”  
- Kimberley Ann Surin +  
Aïcha Morin-Baldé,  
co-directors of  
Nourrir Les Rêves

“It’s so easy to feel protest fatigue. 
Protests don’t always lead to direct 
results but are truly effective in a 
variety of ways. I hope to remind 
people that peaceful protest can 
lead to fulsome change.”  
- Carmen Pollard, director of 
Militant Mother

“Spotlight the work and resilience 
of the mothers in Mending a Crack 
In the Sky, while raising awareness 
about gun violence and inequality 
in accessing justice within metro 
housing communities.”  
- Roble Issa + Zach Jama,  
co-directors of  
Mending a Crack in the Sky

“Reach and empower the next 
generation of citizens and show 
them that no issue is too small. If 
their government is failing them 
or their communities, seek out 
creative solutions!”  
- Simon Madore + Gabriel 
Tougas, co-directors of  
Excluded by Design

“Raise awareness of the wide-
spread impact of trauma on  
Indigenous people and provide 
an opportunity for viewers to think 
about how they are passing on 
their values.”  
- Rachel Garrick, director of 
The Gift

“Challenge viewers to not only look 
inward when we talk about self  
esteem, but to think about society 
and the institutions that influence our 
very own body image and therefore 
our fight for body justice.”  
- Aisha Fairclough, director of 
Body Politics

“Inspire people young and old to 
become politically engaged either 
through grassroots, electoral, or civil 
disobedience activism, and to fight 
for systemic change.” 
- Teresa Alfeld, director of Jean 
Swanson: We Need a New Map
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FILMMAKER CAPACITY BUILDING
“This is my first experience working with Impact Producers through distribution. Having Ring 
Five attached to the project has been integral. I’ve learned so much through the experience 
and can see first-hand what a difference it makes in getting the work we do as documentary 
filmmakers to the right audiences.”  
- Carmen Pollard, director of Militant Mother 

“Through Citizen Minutes, not only was I able to gain invaluable skills and knowledge that 
has made me a much better filmmaker and storyteller, but we were also able to highlight and 
amplify an important cause that is dear to our hearts.”  
- Roble Issa, co-director of Mending a Crack in the Sky 

“Impact and distribution was never something I was super enthused about - it felt like a chore, 
I wasn’t very good at it. But I’ll be digesting everything you shared for quite a while, not just 
on this project, but many others I care about. Thank you.”  
- Gabriel Tougas, co-director, Excluded by Design
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FILMMAKER CAREER ADVANCEMENT 
& OPPORTUNITIES
Leveraging Funding for a Documentary Series 

The team behind Excluded by Design used their short film as a proof of concept to secure a development deal with 
TV Ontario on a larger project about civic engagement. They are currently working with TVO on Unrigged, a six 
episode documentary series. 

Further Mentorship + Networking 

Roble Issa, co-director of Mending a Crack in the Sky, was selected as one of Reelworld’s Emerging 20 in 2021. 
The highly competitive E20 program connects Canada’s emerging filmmakers with executives and professionals 
within the Canadian entertainment industry.

Festival Prestige and Award Recognition 

Collectively, the films in the Citizen Minutes series have screened in over 30 film festivals across Canada and 
internationally. The Gift won People’s Choice at the Vox Popular Film & Media Arts Festival, and Excluded by 
Design won Best Canadian Doc at the 300 Seconds Short Film Festival. 
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FILM PARTICIPANT GROWTH:  
HARNESSING THE WISDOM OF  
LIVED EXPERIENCE
We have been honoured to include the subjects/participants from the Citizen Minutes films at certain impact 
screenings to answer audience questions and speak to their lived experience. They are the experts in their own 
lives and communities.

“Thank you all for such a great event!  It was a pleasure to be a part of this!” 
- Earla Phillips, Activist and Participant in Ride Fair

Shamso Mohamoud 
Founder, Mending a 

Crack in the Sky

Shamso Elmi 
Founder, Mending a 

Crack in the Sky

Earla Philips 
Uber Driver / 

Activist

Jill Andrew 
MPP,  

Toronto-St. Pauls

David Meslin 
Unlock Democracy

Jean Swanson 
City Councillor, 

Vancouver

Carolyn Jerome 
Community Leader, 
Mothers of Raymur
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SPECIAL EVENT SCREENINGS
In Vancouver’s east side... 
November 7th, 2021

Women Transforming Cities and Hot Docs Citizen Minutes presented a joint 
screening of Militant Mother and Jean Swanson: We Need a New Map 
followed by a Q&A with filmmakers and local activists. 

The event, titled Lessons from the Past, Calls to Action for the Future, 
included a panel moderated by Women Transforming Cities founder (and former 
city council member) Ellen Woodworth, featuring filmmakers Carmen Pollard, 
(Militant Mother) Teresa Alfeld (Jean Swanson: We Need a New Map), and 
activists Audrey Siegl, Beverly Ho, Kimberley Wong and Mary Point. 

“There were a number of key Vancouver changemakers and the conversation 
was incredibly powerful.” 
- Monique Nicholas, Women Transforming Cities

“It was an absolutely amazing afternoon and I so appreciate all of the work that 
was done to ensure that it was a safe and beautiful space of connecting  
and learning.” 
- Audrey Siegl, Guest Speaker

“Thank you so much for this very powerful and inspirational movement building event!”  
- Ellen Woodsworth, Moderator

Photo Credit: Sally Buck

https://www.womentransformingcities.org/
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In Montreal’s Saint Michel neighbourhood… 
October 16, 2021

Centre LaSallien held an Open House event featuring two screenings of 
Nourrir Les Rêves for a Saint Michel high school group of newcomers 
and for staff, donors, and local families. 

In Sioux Lookout, Northern Ontario…. 
September 27, 2021

Filmmaker Rachel Garrick collaborated with St. Andrew’s United Church in Sioux Lookout to screen The Gift as 
part of a Municipality of Sioux Lookout Truth and Reconciliation Committee event to commemorate the inaugural 
National Day for Truth & Reconciliation.

Rachel Garrick 
Filmmaker, The Gift
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In the GTA… 
October 21, 2021

We collaborated with the YMCA of Greater Toronto to hold a screening event of Mending a Crack in the Sky for 
youth in their Local Youth Leadership Development programs. The moderated discussion following the screening 
included co-directors Zach and Rob and participants Shamso Mohamoud and Shamso Elmi. We also partnered with 
Dedric Nelson, General Manager, Teen Strategy at YMCA of Greater Toronto to create a unique discussion guide 
for use in their community programs.

Dedric Nelson 
General Manager,  
Teen Strategy,  
YMCA Of Greater Toronto

In Downtown Toronto... 
June 28, 2021

Ontario NDP invited Body Politics to screen at their 2021 Pride Celebration, with director Aisha Fairclough and MPP 
Jill Andrew as guest speakers. The event included other special guests including Leader of the Ontario NDP, Andrea 
Horwath, MPP Terence Kenaghan and MPP Suze Morrison.
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Coming up… 
In Regent Park, Toronto 
ON NOTICE: Excluded by Design Screening, Community 
Roundtable & Photo Exhibit

The Excluded by Design team will be holding a special event in May at 
the Centre for Social Innovation Community Living Room in Regent Park. 
The event will be hosted by activist Dave Meslin and includes partnerships 
with Unlock Democracy, Artscape, Contact Photography Festival and 
photographer Henry Vanderspek.   

In Downtown East Side, Vancouver  
Militant Mother Screening at Ray-Cam Community Center:  
50th anniversary Mother’s Day Event

In 1971, the mothers featured in Militant Mother known as the Militant Mothers of Raymur not only spurred the City 
and railway to respond with safer train crossings and the construction of the Keefer Street Pedestrian Overpass, they 
were also instrumental in opening Ray-Cam as a social recreation center and food co-operative, which over the 
years has developed into a full fledged community-run service center. They will be screening Militant Mother at a 
special anniversary event for Mother’s Day 2022. Filmmaker Carmen Pollard and Militant Mother Carolyn Jerome 
and others will be in attendance. 
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CITIZEN MINUTES 
SERIES PARTNERSHIPS
Skills For Change

In January 2022, we partnered with Skills for Change to host 5 virtual screenings featuring 6 Citizen Minutes 
films followed by a panel discussion with filmmakers, participants and community organizations. The Reels for 
Change series was a spin-off of their existing Spotlight Series, which has acted as a change evangelist in initiating 
more open discussions around socio-economic barriers that have plagued our societies, especially the racialized 
and marginalized communities. Guest speakers and moderators included Teresa Alfeld, Carmen Pollard, Nneka 
MacGregor, Zach Jama, Roble Issa, Shamso Elmi, Shamso Mohamoud, Javier Lovera, JJ Thomson, Earla Philips, 
Aisha Fairclough and Jill Andrew.

“Skills for Change is pleased to partner with Hot Docs and the Citizen Minutes series. It has been our real 
pleasure to organize these important film screenings and panel discussions. Given that the topic areas of 
these films all relate to the work Skills for Change does, we have been able to listen to the stories and hear 
from the filmmakers and subjects of the films, and our clients and staff have appreciated the opportunity to 
not only be able to attend a film screening but also understand the social issues that impact them. We have 
received great feedback from our attendees on the meaningful discussions with the panelists and just the 
overall opportunity to be a part of this series.”  
- Sampada Kukade, Director, Employer Engagement & Partnerships, and Program Marketing

https://skillsforchange.org/reels-for-change/
https://skillsforchange.org/reels-for-change/
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University of Toronto’s Youth Wellness Lab

In March 2022, we partnered with UofT’s Youth Wellness Lab and the Black 
Social Work Student Association to host a screening event called “Making 
Black Lives Matter: Three Films About Systems Change.” The event 
featured three Citizen Minutes films and the moderated Q&A examined the 
different approaches to influencing systemic change, by, with, and for Black 
individuals and communities. Guest speakers included filmmakers Zach Jama, Aisha Fairclough and Kimberley Ann 
Surin, with moderators Cam Bautista and Divine Muzia.

“Thank you, thank you, thank you! We absolutely loved this event and it was such a pleasure to work with you and 
hear from the film-makers. We’d love to stay involved with projects that you hear about that connect to young people 
and social/community change, in particular.” 
- Stephanie Begun, Co-Director, Youth Wellness Lab

MARCH 1,  2022 |  7:00-8:30 PM
VIRTUAL EVENT VIA ZOOM

 F I L M  S C R E E N I N G  A N D  P A N E L  D I S C U S S I O N
W I T H  F I L M M A K E R S  

 
F A C I L I T A T E D  B Y  T H E  Y O U T H  W E L L N E S S  L A B  &
B L A C K  S O C I A L  W O R K  S T U D E N T  A S S O C I A T I O N  

 
I N  P A R T N E R S H I P  W I T H  H O T  D O C S ’  C I T I Z E N

M I N U T E S  P R O J E C T

There are systems -  criminal justice,  social  assistance,  polit ical
representation -  that aren't  working for children,  youth,  families,  and
communities across Canada. But when these systems seem so big,  so

powerful ,  how can we as young people and emerging social  workers make
a difference? The following brief documentaries profi le different

approaches to influencing systemic change, by,  with,  and for Black
individuals and communities.  Some are grassroots,  while others work

within the system. What we hope to learn is  that there is  no right
answer. . .and no wrong answer to enacting meaningful change.

“Thanks to each of you - a wonderful, fascinating 
discussion - and I love the films!”

“I think we, the young people today, need 
preparedness, coalition-building, imagination, 
experiments, bravery…In an unpredictable age, 
these are tremendous sources of resilience 
and strength.”

“Thank you all for sharing your truths…OUR truths 
through this media…I am both grateful 
and honored.”

“Beautifully done films! Powerful is the word 
indeed. Thank you all!”

“This has been a great event! Thank you so much 
for Youth Wellness Lab, Black Social Work Students 
Association and all the filmmakers/speakers!”

https://socialwork.utoronto.ca/event/making-black-lives-matter-three-films-about-systems-change/
https://socialwork.utoronto.ca/event/making-black-lives-matter-three-films-about-systems-change/
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Ryerson Democratic Engagement Exchange & Apathy is Boring

We have forged a significant partnership with the Democratic Engagement Exchange out of formerly named Ryerson 
University. The partnership involves the creation of a comprehensive Citizen Minutes Community Discussion 
+ Activity Guide and a Launch Event on April 20, 2022. The goal is to train community groups country-wide, 
providing a framework and set of practical tools to effectively use the Citizen Minutes films in their work. The guide 
and training will be flexible enough for groups to use with audiences of varying ages, demographics, literacy levels. 
Non-profit Apathy is Boring is onboard as a primary launch event partner bringing in leadership from their RISE 
and BUILD programs as well as inviting their alumni network of past participants and leaders. 
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EDUCATIONAL SECTOR FEEDBACK
Feedback from Post Secondary Screenings

“We had an amazing moderated discussion after the screening. Roble and Zach impressed the audience 
and organizers for their insights into youth violence and neighbourhood dynamics, and Somali mothers 
and survivor activism in the Somali community. We also deeply appreciated their ethicality and 
commitment to community work and engaged filmmaking.”  
- Carleton University Professor (screening of Mending a Crack in the Sky)

“Thank you to Aisha and Jill for engaging with the audience in such a genuine way. The audience 
appreciated how involved the two of them were in answering their questions and validating their stories.” 
- Maricruz Rodriguez, Mentoring Facilitator, formerly Ryerson University  
(screening of Body Politics)

“The participants that attended were engaged and excited about the documentary, and we had a really 
lovely discussion about fatphobia, race, and gender after. Thank you again for the opportunity to show 
this amazing short film!” 
- Student Leader (screening of Body Politics)

“I used the film in my first year professional writing course. Students discussed the film and what it 
could offer their understanding of professional writing. Many are new to Toronto too so it was a helpful 
discussion about the city. These students will be future sign writers!”  
- Jane Griffith, Professor, formerly Ryerson University (screening of Excluded by Design)
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Middle + High School Screenings with Educator’s  
Discussion Packages

The Citizen Minutes films have been offered through the Docs for Schools program 
accompanied by Educator’s Discussion Packages. The films have been very well 
received to date: 

Fall 2021: 4K students viewed, 100+ schools booked.

Winter 2022 numbers available soon.

School Screenings in High Priority Neighbourhoods

Nourrir Les Reves 
We are currently developing a screening opportunity with École secondaire, Louis-Joseph-Papineau located 
near the Centre Lasallien. 

Militant Mother 
We are in conversations to host a screening at Admiral Seymour Elementary School - the same school 
prominently featured in Militant Mother.

https://hotdocs.ca/docs-for-schools/dfs-citizen-minutes
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Teacher Training + Professional Development 

We have partnered with the Social Science Educators Network of Canada to 
host two professional development sessions featuring the Citizen Minutes Project in 
January and March of 2022.The first event was very well received: 

“Variety of voices, variety of presentations, the potential of these short films is 
unlimited, so many courses, in so many ways. I plan to use Nourrir Les Reves in my 
economics class.” 
- Zoe Flatman, Education Coordinator, Elections Canada

“The films are so short but so rich. Perfect for classroom use. The teachers packages 
for Citizen Minutes are phenomenal. Teachers will be well supported.”  
Meghan Cameron, Grand Erie District School Board, Civics Teacher

“Looking forward to using Excluded by Design  in my grade ten civics class and 
possibly partnering with a teacher in Media Arts for a week long activity.”  
Laura Nigro, Toronto Catholic District School Board

In May 2022, we are invited to present the Citizen Minutes Project to the Nova 
Scotia Social Science Teachers Association executive team. Citizenship is a 
mandatory class for grade nine students in the province and there is interest in 
promoting the film series to 700+ teachers. 

We have presented the film series to Shad Canada’s national staff and 
programming leadership. They are discussing the possibility of bringing the Citizen 
Minutes series into their month-long summer program operating in 18 campuses 
across the country.
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This impact report was prepared by: 

Jackie Garrow, Impact Producer

Chrisann Hessing, Impact Coordinator

Alessandra Hechanova, Graphic Design

https://www.ringfive.ca/ 

@ringfiveimpact

https://www.ringfive.ca/
https://www.instagram.com/ringfiveimpact/
https://www.facebook.com/ringfiveimpact

